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AM STUDIO’S 2015 COLLECTION PROVIDES PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS TO URBAN LIVING
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TORONTO, Feb. 18, 2015- AM STUDIO released its new collection of customizable lighting at
the Interior Design Show in late January of this year. They marked their 7th year exhibiting at the
influential design fair by unveiling innovative lighting solutions that are hand crafted in Canada.
The show stopper was the Blooming Post Lamp, a floor-to-ceiling light designed by the studio
in collaboration with Ontario-based glass artist Karli Sears. The light is a modern take on the glass
and metal floor lamps popular in the 1970’s.
A practical and artistic lighting solution for small spaces, the light begins with a stretch rod that
fits any ceiling height. Along the rod sits 12 hand blown glass orbs that shine light in different
angles. The orbs are available is 5 colors- white, bronze, smoke, sea green, and clear.
The Blooming Post Lamp can be wired from the ceiling if a junction box is present, or plugged
in from the bottom into a nearby outlet. The lamp is ideal in a corner of a living room or study, or
used as a bedside lamp.
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As with all of AM STUDIO’s lighting, the Blooming Post Lamp is made to order and is fully
customizable- from the color of the rod to the size and color of the glass orbs. The light can be
fitted with LED bulbs, creating an efficient and environmentally friendly lighting solution. Different
lighting configurations with the glass orbs are currently in development by the studio, including a
chandelier version with industrial details.

ABOUT US
With a showroom/fabrication space located in Toronto’s Castlefield District, AM STUDIO’s
contemporary and creative lighting collection is available across Canada and internationally.
Customers are encouraged to send measurements and images of their space, which will assist
the AM STUDIO team in creating the perfect custom light fixture for your space.

For more information:
Contact Orly Meyer, Owner
Please visit us at our open-concept showroom in the heart of Toronto’s Castlefield design district:
1270 Castlefield Ave, Toronto ON – M6B 4L9
Tel: 416 783 4100
Email: info@amstudio.ca
Web: www.amstudio.ca
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